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Clustered shot pathfinder

You take a moment to carefully aim your shots, causing them all to strike in almost the same place. The text of this page is Open Game Content and is licensed for public use under the Terms and Conditions of Open Game License v1.0a. Sources: Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Ultimate Combat SECTION 15 Pathfinder Roleplaying Game
Core Rulebook, Copyright 2010, Paizo Publishing, LLC; Author: Jason Bulmahn, based on material from Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, and Skip Williams. Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Ultimate Combat, Copyright 2011, Paizo Publishing, LLC; Authors: Jason Bulmahn, Tim Hitchcock, Colin McComb, Rob McCreary, Jason Nelson,
Stephen Radney-MacFarland, Sean K Reynolds, Owen K.C. Stephens, and Russ Taylor. Marid from Tome Horror III, Copyright 2005, Necromancer Games, Inc.; By Scott Greene. Open Game License v1.0a, Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc. System Reference Document, Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors
Jonathan Twitter, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, based on material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson. Pathminder, Copyright 2016, Drumanagh Wilpole. Clustered shots exist because DR is a bigger problem for lingering attackers who have fewer tools to add fixed damage to rolls than melee attackers who have a built-in mechanic to
increase their damage rolls (force bonus damage). Generally, lingering attackers have the advantage of being able to get more attacks easier (not moving battles), and as developers found to balance it was to prevent them from stacking the same premium damage available to melee fighters. Or, if possible, making it cost a few more feats.
Fighters have a special feat to help bypass damage reduction: Penetrating Strike (and Greater Penetrating Strike), which will override up to 5 points typed dr (not DR/-). For unarmed attackers (like monks), you have Pummeling Style feats that will do just that, but it will only work with unarmed strikes. The same thing you ask for, but is very
limited. Note: it's just used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, fighting or rude) posts. You slow your breath, calm yourself, and hit the bullseye, just like you were trained to do. Benefit(s): You can spend the move activity to standing your shot. When you do this, you get a +4 bonus for your next lingering attack roll
before the end of your round. Combat Trick Source PPC: WMH Note If used for optional Durability Pool rules, the following trick can be used with this feat. Section 15: Copyright Notice Pathfinder Campaign Setting: Inner Sea Gods © 2014, Paizo Publishing, LLC; Authors: Sean K Reynolds, with Amanda Hamon, James Jacobs, John Ling,
Mark Moreland, David N. Ross, F. Wesley Schneider, E. Scott, Tork Syst, James L. Sutter, Jerome Virich. You take a moment to carefully aim your shots, causing them all to strike in almost the same place. Prerequisites: Point-Blank Shot, Precise Shot, Base Attack Bonus +6. Benefit: If you use a full attack operation to carry multiple
ranged weapon attacks against the same opponent, total damage from all hits before applying to your opponent for damage reduction. Special: If a massive damage optional rule is used, this rule applies if the total damage you are dealing with this feat equals or exceeds half of the opponent's full normal hit points (at least 50 points).
Section 15: Copyright Notice Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Ultimate Combat. © 2011, Paizo Publishing, LLC; Authors: Jason Bulmahn, Tim Hitchcock, Colin McComb, Rob McCreary, Jason Nelson, Stephen Radney-MacFarland, Sean K Reynolds, Owen K.C. Stephens, and Russ Taylor. I have a natural based bow clergyman. Already
there is PBS, Precise Shot, and Rapid Shot.What (if anything) would be the next and best step, how much bow progression? Page 2 of 26 comments I'm playing archery in the forest with the Kingmaker campaign, and since we ran into some meetings with DR lately I plan to pick up Clustered shots. Prereqs seem a bit on the easy side, but
then again I'm not taking this level 6, but only at level 13, which seems late compared to the many archer builds I've seen. When I told my GM my plan he was almost shocked that this feat even existed and that it would allow you to bypass DR almost completely and it would trivialize some meetings. He owns UC and is an authorized
resource for the game, so I guess he just forgot about or forgotten it, but said he'd have to think about it and might not allow the feat in his games. Now, of course, that will eventually make his call, and if he feels it's not appropriate for the way he wants our meetings to work, then I certainly won't push the envelope on this even if I disagree.
But I think what you guys think. TL; DR is grouped shots too powerful? Are there any good arguments that could help me convince my GM? Page 2
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